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Abstract—A 40 Gb/s serial link interface is presented that
includes four lanes of transceiver optimized for chip-to-chip
communication while compensating for 20 dB of channel loss.
Transmit equalization consists of a 2-tap feed-forward equalizer
(FFE) while receive equalization includes a 2-tap FFE using a
transversal filter, a 3-stage continuous-time linear equalizer with
active feedback, and discrete-time equalizers consisting of a 17-tap
decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and a 3-tap sampled FFE.
The receiver uses quarter-rate double integrate-and-hold sam-
pling. The clock and data recovery (CDR) unit uses a split-path
CDR/DFE design which facilitates wider bandwidth and lower
jitter simultaneously. A phase detection scheme that filters out
edges affected by residual inter-symbol interference allows re-
covering a low-jitter clock from a partially-equalized eye. A
fractional-N PLL is implemented for frequency offset tracking.
Combining these techniques, the digital CDR recovers a stable
10 GHz clock from an eye containing 0.8 UIp-p input jitter and
achieves 1-10 MHz of tracking bandwidth. The transceiver
achieves horizontal and vertical eye openings of 0.27 UI and
120 mV, respectively, at BER = 10-9. The quad SerDes is realized in
28 nm CMOS technology. Amortizing common blocks, it occupies
0.81 mm per lane and achieves 23.2 mW/Gb/s power efficiency
at 40 Gb/s.
Index Terms—Active feedback continuous-time linear equalizer,

chip-to-chip communications, current-integrating DFE summer,
decision feedback equalizer (DFE), distributed ESD protection
structure, high-speed serial link (SerDes), receive-side feed-for-
ward equalizer (RX-FFE), split-path clock and data recovery
(split-path CDR), transversal filter, wireline transceiver.
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I. INTRODUCTION

O VER the past few decades, widespread adoption of
data-intensive applications such as video streaming,

cloud-based computing, and virtual presence devices has led to
an explosive demand for data bandwidth. In order to satisfy this
demand, I/O speeds of communication systems such as routers
and backplane-based servers are growing rapidly. Industry
groups focusing on next-generation Ethernet connectivity, such
as IEEE's 400-Gbps Ethernet Standard Task Force (P802.3bs),
aim to quadruple the bandwidth of the existing 100 Gbps
standards to accommodate the growing demand. This trend
is expected to receive continued support in coming years as
data-intensive applications gain more popularity and mass
adoption.
Due to cost considerations, electrical signaling over copper

is still the preferred option for backplane-side communications.
For 400 Gbps connectivity, the conventional solution is to use
a multilane SerDes interface with well-controlled lane-to-lane
skew and an aggregate bandwidth of 400 Gbps. Unfortunately,
in order to achieve 400 Gbps using today's commercially avail-
able 25 Gbps interfaces, 16 such links need to work together
on the backplane causing significant system complexity. To re-
duce this complexity, a significant effort is underway to extend
the data rate of SerDes interfaces and reduce the number of re-
quired lanes. Although several building blocks are recently re-
ported at 60 Gbps and beyond (e.g., [1], [2]), complete CMOS
transceiver solutions over 30 Gbps are scarce and are often de-
signed for relatively benign channels (e.g., [3]).
Significant challenges exist in designing high-speed CMOS

transceivers at 10's of Gbps [3]–[5]. Arguably, the most serious
difficulty is insufficient effective gain-bandwidth product of
low-cost CMOS transistors. Parasitic wire capacitance and spe-
cially resistance (which, in modern technologies, are becoming
more problematic) are mainly to blame. This deficiency has
a specially pronounced effect in the design of receiver (RX)
front-end where, in order to compensate for channel loss,
continuous-time linear equalizers (CTLEs) need to provide sig-
nificant gain up to the Nyquist frequency. Although inductors
are helpful, their assistance is limited by issues such as area
overhead, phase distortion, and added parasitics due to extra
routing.
The design of RX samplers that follow CTLE stages is

also complicated by bandwidth deficiency. Limited bandwidth
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Fig. 1. Transceiver architecture: overall block diagram.

Fig. 2. Transceiver architecture: receiver details.

makes sampling apertures too wide for sampling the incoming
signal at the desired rate. A combination of track-and-hold,
integrate-and-hold, and interleaved sampling is sometimes used
to alleviate the problem at the cost of extra power.
Performance limitations also complicate the design of de-

cision feedback equalizers (DFEs). A short unit interval (UI)
makes it difficult to close timing on the DFE loop at high data
rates. A conventional solution is to unroll the loop of the first
DFE tap [6]. This technique relaxes DFE timing requirements
at the cost of doubling the number of samplers and hence the
load on RX front-end. Unfortunately, at very high speeds, even
subsequent taps (i.e., second or third) might not meet timing,
despite their more relaxed requirements. Although one can po-
tentially unroll these taps as well, this approach would lead to
an exponential growth of load on the RX front-end. Further-
more, unrolled DFE taps add to the latency of the succeeding
direct-feedback DFE taps, making their timing worse. This may
necessitate more loop unrolling and a cycle which is hard to
break [7].

Performance limitations of low-cost digital CMOS circuits
also make it difficult to satisfy bandwidth requirement of the
clock and data recovery (CDR) unit. In many SerDes standards,
CDR bandwidth requirement grows linearly with data rate. In a
digital CDR (preferred choice because of portability and com-
pactness), this requirement calls for increasing update rate of
CDR logic. This becomes problematic when digital logic gates
are not sufficiently fast.
Finally, parasitic capacitance at input/output pads, referred

to as , causes both bandwidth and channel discontinuity is-
sues. In most cases, the value of does not scale well with
technology due to electro-static discharge (ESD) protection re-
quirements. Excessive capacitance at the pad reduces bandwidth
resulting in extra insertion loss and degradation of return loss

.
In addition to the above, short UI at high data rates makes the

timing budget tight, leaving little room for clock dither, random
jitter, supply-induced jitter, and duty cycle + quadrature phase
errors. This paper presents a 40 Gbps CMOS transceiver and
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Fig. 3. Conventional second-order digital CDR.

discusses challenges and opportunities of such a design. Special
attention is paid to the aforementioned issues. The organization
of this paper is as follows. Section II presents an architectural
overview. Sections III and IV discuss CDR architecture and
channel equalization with a focus on RXwhich includes the ma-
jority of the equalization components. Sections V andVI present
the details of circuit implementation and measurement results,
respectively. Section VII provides concluding remarks.

II. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

The proposed link is a duplex interface with four transceiver
lanes. Fig. 1 shows the overall block diagram (also discussed
in [8]). Each transmitter (TX) lane comprises a 64:2 serializer,
a 2-tap feed-forward equalizer (FFE), and a 2:1 output multi-
plexer operating as a double data rate (DDR) driver. Each RX
lane includes an analog front-end, a quad data rate (QDR) dis-
crete-time equalizer with DFE and FFE components, a digital
CDR and 4:64 deserializers. The serializer is 64:2 since the
TX driver is DDR whereas the deserializer is 4:64 since RX
front-end is QDR. ESD protection circuitry of the RX is em-
bedded in an LC delay line to reduce while providing tap
points for a transversal filter. On-chip calibrated termination re-
sistors are used on both TX and RX. Each transceiver lane also
includes a built-in self-test (BIST) unit comprising PRBS gen-
erators and checkers of various lengths. A shared logic block
controls the link and facilitates parallel loopback for test and
characterization.
TX and RX have dedicated PLLs in this design. This helps to

shorten the length of clock distribution networks and provides
an additional degree of freedom for CDR design. On the TX
side, a 20 GHz clock is distributed differentially and used by the
DDR drivers. On the RX side, a lower-frequency 10 GHz clock
is distributed differentially simplifying the RX clock network.
As shown in Fig. 2, this globally distributed 10GHz clock drives
a local phase-splitting DLL in each lane which generates eight
equally spaced phases at 10 GHz. These eight phases are then
used by a group of phase interpolators, controlled by CDR logic,
to generate RX clocks.

III. CLOCK AND DATA RECOVERY
CDR bandwidth requirements of serial links are often lin-

early scaled with data rate. In a conventional bang-bang digital

CDR (Fig. 3) higher bandwidth can be achieved by increasing
either the step size of phase interpolators or the update rate
of CDR logic. Unfortunately both of these alternatives lead to
challenging design issues. Increasing phase step size increases
dithering jitter due to larger quantization noise while increasing
update rate tightens timing constraints for any synthesized logic.
Although advancements in technology are expected to provide
faster devices and resolve this issue over time, the maximum
operating frequency of logic blocks synthesized using a conven-
tional synthesis flow does not seem to scale as fast as data rate
making bandwidth requirements increasingly harder to satisfy.
Frequency offset tracking requirements exacerbate this issue by
necessitating continuous phase slewing which occupies some
of the digital phase update slots. These slots can collide with
phase updates leading to extra quantization noise when the dig-
ital phase interpolator is forced to perform a multi-step update.
Another added difficulty is that the CDR is expected to satisfy
these requirements while receiving a partially-equalized eye be-
cause it does not take full benefit of all of the link equalization
components (e.g., unrolled DFE taps).
To address these issues, the proposed interface modifies the

conventional digital CDR architecture. Fig. 4 shows the pro-
posed CDR (also discussed in [9]) and highlights its three main
features. First, the CDR and DFE paths are split from each other
and each has its own samplers and clocks independently opti-
mized for their respective functions. For the CDR path, the most
important requirement is low decision latency. Here, jitter on
the edge sampling clocks can be tolerated to some extent since
it only indirectly affects link performance as long as the jitter is
small compared to the transition distribution. For the DFE path,
on the other hand, the data sampling clock must be very clean
as its jitter should be small compared to the data eye opening.
In order to satisfy both requirements, the CDR logic generates
two sets of phase codes for CDR and DFE paths. The phase
codes of the CDR clock are updated with the lowest latency and
minimum averaging to achieve high tracking bandwidth, while
those of the DFE clock are created with time-averaging to re-
duce dithering on data-sampling clocks. This helps to maintain
good timing margin while still achieving a wide jitter tracking
bandwidth with small phase step size and moderate CDR logic
speed.
The second feature of the proposed CDR is a high-speed data

filtering scheme. As shown in Fig. 4, this feature aims at filtering
out edge information that is corrupted by residual intersymbol
interference (ISI). The split-path design uses two data samplers
in the CDR path with different threshold levels, and .
Using these samples, the phase detector recognizes which tran-
sitions are severely affected by ISI (as shown in the inset of this
figure) and eliminates them from the phase detection process.
The choice of the decision level sets the tradeoff between re-
covered clock jitter and tracking bandwidth. If the threshold is
set high, the phase detector sees a tight edge distribution re-
sulting in lower recovered clock jitter but tracking bandwidth
also drops since phase detector has fewer transitions to work
with. The adaptive samplers described in Section IV-C can be
used to adapt . Note that the elimination of edges with bad
timing information helps to extract reliable phase information
from a partially-equalized eye.
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Fig. 4. Proposed CDR architecture with three main features highlighted: 1) Split-path design with additional filtering on DFE clock; 2) high-speed ISI filtering;
and 3) fractional- PLL.

Fig. 5. (a) Distributed ESD structure with transversal filter and (b) comparison
of return loss.

Finally, the third feature of the CDR is a central fractional-
PLL that can achieve frequency offset tracking with minimum
deterministic jitter. In this scheme, since the phase interpolator
is inside the PLL loop, its quantization noise is filtered by the
frequency response of the PLL resulting in lower dithering jitter
[10]. A delta-sigmamodulator is used in front of PLL's phase in-
terpolator to shape its quantization noise and maximize filtering
benefits [11].

IV. CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
Channel equalization is a key component of high-perfor-

mance serial link interfaces operating in practical environments
with channel loss. The most common configuration is to use TX
FFE along with RX CTLE followed by DFE. However, a few
tradeoffs exist when choosing a multicomponent equalization
scheme to compensate a targeted loss profile. The proposed in-
terface uses a 2-tap FFE on the TX side which is programmable
for pre- or post-curser ISI cancellation. On the RX side, a
combination of CTLE, FFE and DFE is used.

A. FFE With Distributed ESD

Parasitic capacitance at RX input pad ( ) is often a signifi-
cant source of high frequency loss and impedance discontinuity.
This capacitance, of which ESD protection diode is a major
component, can reach 700 fF. Along with the 50 Ohm termi-
nation resistance, this creates a pole around 5 GHz. This pole
causes additional on-chip loss and creates an impedance dis-
continuity making requirements hard to satisfy. A common
remedy is to use a T-coil which can theoretically improve band-
width by nearly a factor of two. Unfortunately, this is not suf-
ficient at 40 Gbps as the pole frequency would still be signifi-
cantly less than the Nyquist frequency.
An effective solution to this problem is to distribute the

ESD device (and hence the parasitic capacitance, ) and use
on-chip inductors to emulate a transmission line [12]. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), the main ESD diode is divided into a number of
segments separated by series inductors . Since ESD is
a comparatively low frequency event, the impedances of these
series inductors are negligible at frequencies relevant to an
ESD event as long as their series resistance is well controlled.
Therefore, with proper design, ESD performance can remain
intact.
For a 3-segment distributed LC line, bandwidth and delay

per stage are given by and
, respectively. With of 700 fF,

choosing provides bandwidth extension to
beyond 25 GHz and delay per stage of around 10 ps. This is
a major improvement for . Furthermore, since the delay is
close to 0.5 UI at 40 Gb/s, one can use these delay elements
to implement a transversal filter structure acting as a 2-tap FFE
with a transfer function of . By
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Fig. 6. (a) Proposed active-feedback CTLE compared with (b) the conventional architecture.

Fig. 7. Circuit and timing diagram of a current-integrating stage in half-rate operation.

adjusting the relative weight of and , this FFE can be used
to cancel pre- or post-curser ISI.
The link uses this concept to improve bandwidth and

and implement a 2-tap RX FFE. Fig. 5(b) compares the per-
formance of the transversal filter to that of a T-coil along with
experimental verification. Using the transversal filter, of
better than 10 dB is achieved up to 35 GHz while a T-coil
counterpart would extend only to 16 GHz. From a silicon area
viewpoint, although the distributed ESD requires three induc-
tors, these inductors are smaller in value ( 400 pH) compared
with the inductance required for a T-coil ( 750 pH). Thus area
overhead is moderate and the penalty is justified by improved
bandwidth, better and the additional RX FFE tap.

B. Continuous-Time Linear Equalizer
The RX front-end uses a CTLE with of peaking at

20 GHz to help with channel loss equalization. High frequency
peaking is achieved by incurring 3 dB of loss at DC and fur-
nishing 7 dB of high-frequency gain. To achieve this target, a
two-stage active feedback amplifier is used that employs source
degeneration and inductive peaking. The final stage of the CTLE
consists of a peaking buffer that uses an integrated T-coil to
drive the parallel load of CDR and DFE paths.
Fig. 6(a) shows the CTLE design. Unlike conventional de-

signs [Fig. 6(b)], the proposed solution connects the output of
the active feedback amplifier to the far end of the peaking in-
ductor. The advantage of this choice is twofold. First, by taking
advantage of Miller effect, the effective inductance is increased

and larger peaking is achieved. Second, the parasitic capaci-
tance of the feedback amplifier is isolated from the feed-forward
path leading to bandwidth improvements. To quantify these ef-
fects, Fig. 6 compares simulated frequency response of the pro-
posed topologywith that of a conventional design. The proposed
topology achieves up to 3 dB larger peaking at the same fre-
quency at no additional cost to power or area.

C. RX DFE and Discrete-Time Sampled FFE
The design of a DFE in a high-speed link is challenging due

to its feedback timing constraint. Sampler latency and the delay
of the summing node are two major components of feedback
timing in a typical implementation. While a direct-feedback
DFE design is already reported at 66 Gb/s in [2], sampler
sensitivity is sacrificed in order to close timing. To alleviate
this issue, a loop-unrolled architecture can be used to relax the
latency requirement of the sampler and eliminate the summing
node[13], [14]. However, such an implementation only favors
low tap counts (usually less than 3) due to the tradeoff between
tap number and power/hardware penalty. In order to implement
a DFE with more than 10 taps, an analog summing stage is
necessary in order to combine the incoming waveform with the
weighted feedback signals.
An analog summation stage based on current integration can

save substantial power compared to a conventional resistive-
based CML summer [15], [16]. Here, integrating currents onto
load capacitors with no DC resistance provides the desired re-
sult at the end of a clock phase with no exponential settling tail.
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Fig. 8. Integrate-and-hold in quarter-rate operation. (a) Single integrate-and-hold. (b) Double integrate and hold.

Fig. 9. Hybrid discrete-time equalizer with 3-tap sampled FFE and 17-tap DFE.

Fig. 7 shows this scheme in half-rate operation. In this case, the
signal is integrated for 1 UI when the clock is low. The output is
then reset when the clock goes high. For optimum operation, the
sampling time of the following sampler should be chosen care-
fully in order to maximize the integration gain (as late as pos-
sible in the integration phase) while preventing from sampling
incorrect information in the succeeding reset phase. In practice,
finite sampling aperture creates design difficulty when the du-
ration of the UI becomes too short.
AQDR architecture can be used to relax this timing difficulty.

To realize an integrating summer in QDR operation, track-and-
hold circuitry is usually required in order to retain the signal for
longer than one UI when the quarter-rate clocks are used in the
integrating stage [17]. Unfortunately, the implementation of an
explicit 40-GS/s sample-and-hold circuitry is costly. To address

this difficulty, this work uses double integrate-and-hold stages
similar to [18].
The operation of a QDR integrated-and-hold sampling

scheme is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows this operation for
a single integrate-and-hold design. In this case, the integrating
amplifier integrates the incoming signal over a period of 1
UI. Subsequently, the output of the amplifier is held for 1 UI
to facilitate sampling with a finite sampling aperture. Finally,
the integrator is reset and prepared for the next cycle during
the remaining two UIs of the QDR cycle. Fig. 8(b) shows
the double integrating-and-hold operation in QDR operation
where integrate-and-hold stages are cascaded. The second stage
operates similar to the first stage (described above) except that
its clock inputs are delayed by 1 UI. This provides extra gain
while the timing requirement of the sampler is still the same as
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EQUALIZATION COMPONENTS

Fig. 10. Design details of the current mode transmitter.

Fig. 11. Circuit schematic of the CTLE.

before. This link uses double integrate-and-hold stages to take
advantage of the extra gain. The power overhead of this extra
stage is around 2 mW per lane and area overhead is moderate
since no inductor peaking is used.
An extra advantage of the double integrate-and-hold

scheme is that the integrating stages provide delayed versions
of the incoming signal that can be used to form FFE taps
in RX. Fig. 9 shows the overall architecture of such hybrid
discrete-time equalizer combing DFE and FFE. Although
the use of a DFE loop-unrolling technique relaxes timing

requirements for 1st post-tap, the feedback design for the
2nd post-tap is still very challenging. Instead of using a
2-tap loop-unrolling DFE, we take advantage of the inte-
grate-and-hold stages to provide a 2-UI sampled-delay for
FFE operation. As shown in Fig. 9, the signal is delayed
by 2 UI and fed to the output of the first integrate-and-hold
stage in the other interleaving path to perform a second
post tap cancellation. Using the same technique, the input
signal is also fed forwarded to the output of the second
integrate-and-hold stage for 1st pre-cursor cancellation.
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In addition to FFE and 1st tap loop-unrolled DFE, a direct-
feedback loop is implemented to cancel third to 14th post-cursor
ISIs. In order to relax timing requirement of the third tap, it is
applied at the kick-back isolation buffer that precedes the sam-
pler. For the rest of the taps, summing happens at the output
of the integrate-and-hold stages. An auxiliary sampler is also
placed in parallel with loop-unrolled data sampler in each in-
terleaving path. It can be used as the error sampler for DFE
adaptation, eye height/width monitoring, and sampler swapping
for live offset correction [7]. In addition to the fixed-position
DFE/FFE taps which cover up to 14th post cursor ISI, floating
taps are implemented to cover any consecutive four taps ranging
from 15th to 30th post tap position to correct possible long tail
or channel reflection effects. A minimum-BER adaptation en-
gine [19] adapts DFE tap values for optimum performance.
Table I shows a summary of equalization components. The

majority of the equalization is done on the RX side using DFE.
This choice leads to superior signal to noise ratio (SNR) be-
cause, in contrast to linear equalizers (FFE and CTLE), DFE
does not amplify high frequency noise along with signal con-
tent. This advantage is significant at high data rates where noise
is integrated over a wide bandwidth. The replacement of the
2nd tap DFE with RX FFE reduces this advantage to some ex-
tent but saves hardware, and breaks an undesirable design cycle
where adding more loop-unrolled taps would have led to more
latency for the direct-feedback DFE taps potentially necessi-
tating even more loop unrolling. Skipping a DFE tap helps to
break this cycle.

V. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATIONS

The interface is implemented in a 28 nm CMOS process.
Fig. 10 shows the schematic of the TX data path which is
partitioned into a CMOS back-end and a CML front-end. The
back-end circuits include a 64:2 serializer, and an FIR filter that
creates two 2-bit data streams for the main and pre/post taps.
The CML front-end consists of the final 2:1 stage, a predriver,
and a driver. The final multiplexer stage uses inductive peaking.
Due to the area constraints, the predriver does not use induc-
tors, which resulted in it becoming the bandwidth bottleneck.
Output driver uses a T-coil which doubles its bandwidth. In
order to achieve large output swing, the driver is supplied from
an elevated power supply (1.1 V vs. 0.85 V), while the stacked
device structure ensures that the thin-oxide devices do not
experience stress in normal operation. The data handoff from
the back-end to the front-end has the tightest timing in the TX
data path. The adjustable delay in Fig. 10 is inserted to meet this
timing. The delay is adjusted during initialization to maximize
the timing margin at this critical clock domain crossing.
Receiver CTLE schematic is shown in Fig. 11. Conventional

source-degenerated stages with inductive peaking are used in
this design. Similar stages are used for transversal filter ampli-
fiers ( and in Fig. 5).We use the tail current value to control
the gain of those stages, hence adjusting the coefficients of the
transversal filter FFE.
In this 28-nm CMOS process, the sampling aperture of the

highest performance sampler design proved to be too wide for a

Fig. 12. Circuit and timing diagram of double integrate-and-hold stages in
QDR operation.

UI of 25 ps. To alleviate the issue, QDR sampling is used. Un-
fortunately, while relaxing timing requirements, this approach
increases the number of samplers, and hence the load on RX
front-end. After accounting for split-path CDR/DFE, loop-un-
rolled DFE and, extra samplers for DFE adaptation and CDR
high-speed data filtering, RX front-end needs to drive 24 sam-
plers. The T-coil-based peaking buffer of the CTLE output is
designed to drive this load.
Fig. 12 shows the circuit implementation and timing diagram

of the double integrate-and-hold QDR DFE. Two quarter-rate
clocks, CLK0 and CLK3, are used in the first stage.When CLK0
and CLK3 are both high, the signal is integrated at the output
node for 1 UI. The output is then held at a constant value when
CLK3 goes low (cascoded NMOSs turn off). In the final phase,
when CLK0 is low, the output is reset to the supply. Thus each
cycle of the QDR operation is divided into three phases: 1) in-
tegrate for 1 UI; 2) hold for another 1 UI; and 3) reset in the
remaining 2 UIs. The succeeding integrate-and-hold stage op-
erates in the same manner. In order to cover a wide operating
frequency with a well-defined common mode voltage, a replica
integrating summer path is used to set the bias current through
the digital control logic [16].
Identical central PLLs (block diagram shown in Fig. 4)

are used for TX and RX. Transmitter PLL uses a constant
code for its phase interpolator. Each PLL includes an LC
VCO which is biased using a local constant-gm bias generator
through the center tap of its inductor (Fig. 13). Since inductor
center tap voltage rises only to the common-mode voltage
level of the output, this choice makes efficient use of voltage
headroom for supply isolation. The constant-gm bias generator
uses a calibrated resistor (R in Fig. 13) that tracks on-chip
termination resistors.
The samplers in the CDR path use a simpler design than the

DFE samplers with no integrating summers. This is because
lower SNR is tolerable in this path. Therefore, although more
samplers are used in the proposed architecture, the total power
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Fig. 13. Circuit schematic of the VCO and corresponding constant-gm bias
generator.

Fig. 14. Chip micrograph of the quad SerDes.

consumption is comparable to a conventional design which
replicates the data path (and integrating stages) for edge sam-
pling. There is still a moderate power overhead due to extra
phase interpolators.
Fig. 14 shows the chip micrograph of the quad interface oc-

cupying 0.81 mm per lane (amortizing common blocks). The
extensive use of inductors is clearly visible. In addition to area
overhead, these inductors create two extra challenges. First, they
create ‘holes’ in the power grid which can impact power in-
tegrity. Second, larger silicon area translates to longer clock/
data networks and thus higher power consumption. Neverthe-
less, the inductors are integral parts of the design at this speed.
The challenges they raise were addressed through early stage
macro-model simulation of the power grid and floor plan opti-
mization to minimize incurred penalties.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the interface is tested using a

Megtron 6 characterization board. Fig. 15 shows the measure-
ment setup. It includes a device-under-test (DUT) channel and
several chip-to-chip (C2C) channels of different lengths and
DC-/AC-coupled configurations. The DUT channel is a benign
channel (about 5 db of loss at 20 GHz excluding on-chip loss)
for jitter and TX characterization. The C2C channels are for
characterizing TX-RX communication. Link TX-RX charac-
terization results were measured using the longest C2C channel
which is 12 inches long and AC-coupled presenting 20 dB of
loss at 20 GHz as can be seen in Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 shows the clock characterization results using the

DUT channel when the TX is configured to send a 20 GHz

Fig. 15. Characterization setup.

Fig. 16. Experimental characterization result of the chip to chip channel.

periodic pattern. Out of band spot phase noise is 128 dBc/Hz
at 100 MHz and integrated jitter from 10 MHz to 10 GHz is
162 fs. The lower limit of integration is set by the CDR band-
width. Using the same channel, the TX performance is char-
acterized with PRBS data. As shown in Fig. 18, the TX eye
diagram is completely closed when equalization is off (upper
left) and partially open when TX FFE is on (upper right). The
graphs at the bottom show a 4.7 dB reduction in height due to
de-emphasis equalization. In this measurement, TX FFE is set
to post-curser ISI cancellation since it is larger than pre-curser
ISI for this channel.
Fig. 19 shows jitter tolerance of the CDR with and without

the flexibilities provided by the split path CDR/DFE. Improve-
ment of jitter tolerance by almost a factor of two at 30 MHz is
due to the fact that the proposed CDR can achieve large band-
width without causing undesirable peaking in CDR frequency
response. In the inset of this figure, the effective eyes at the input
of the CDR and DFE paths are also shown which confirms the
ability of the proposed CDR to recover a stable clock from a
partially-equalized eye with small voltage and timing margins.
The ESD protection performance of the transversal filter

is characterized using the human body model that confirms
sufficient protection up to 1.9 kV. Charged device model and
machine model test results are not available unfortunately.
Fig. 20 shows the measured RX eye for a 40 Gbps PRBS
pattern sent by the proposed TX via the previously described
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Fig. 17. Jitter characterization showing spot phase noise and integrated jitter. Lower limit of jitter integration (10 MHz) is set by CDR bandwidth.

Fig. 18. 40 Gbps TX eye and single-bit response over the DUT channel.

C2C channel. An on-chip eye monitor captures internal RX
eye to observe the effect of on-chip loss and RX equalization.
On-chip loss due to (TX + RX) is estimated to be 8 dB at
20 GHz bringing total loss to 28 dB. Only the first 10 DFE
taps are activated while the rest (including floating taps) are
disabled since they are not necessary for this relatively-smooth,
chip-to-chip channel. At BER , horizontal and vertical
eye openings are 0.27 UI and 120 mV, respectively. When
extrapolated to BER , eye openings are 0.15 UI
and 45 mV. This result is achieved without using any error
correction schemes which could further improve these margins
or be traded for extra channel loss. Table II shows performance
summary and comparison with prior art. Compared to [4], [5],
and [20], the link achieves 40% higher data rate occupying

similar area. Compared to [21] it operates at the same speed
in nearly half of the area (probably due to RX FFE inductors
in [21]). The link achieves power efficiency of 23.2 mW/Gb/s,
which is comparable with the previously published work with
comparable equalization at lower speeds [4], [20]. A power
consumption breakdown graph is presented in Fig. 21 which
shows that the majority of this power is used by the RX due to
extensive RX equalization.

VII. CONCLUSION
Architectural innovation and careful implementation must

go hand in hand when designing a high-speed serial link for
maximum performance in low-cost CMOS processes. We
present a fully-integrated quad serial link transceiver in a
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 19. Characterization results of CDR jitter tolerance.

Fig. 20. Two-dimensional internal eye diagram at RX sampler showing link
performance at 40 Gbps using a PRBS31 pattern.

28 nm CMOS process operating at 40 Gb/s per lane using
NRZ signaling. With ratio of UI to ‘fan-out of 4’ delay close
to one, conventional design choices are often inadequate due
to speed limitations. To improve RX bandwidth and return
loss, we use a distributed ESD device forming a transversal

Fig. 21. Power breakdown of the link.

filter and a 2-tap RX FFE. To relax timing requirements for
data samplers, a QDR double-integrating hybrid discrete-time
equalizer (with FFE and DFE components) is implemented. To
improve CDR bandwidth, a split-path CDR/DFE architecture
is introduced with ISI edge elimination. Inductors are used
extensively to improve bandwidth. While instrumental to the
design, some of these choices result in unfavorable power
consumption and silicon area. The transceiver demonstrates a
40 Gb/s error free operation (BER ) over a channel with
20 dB loss while achieving 23.2 mW/Gb/s power efficiency and
occupying 0.81 mm area per lane. As process technologies
advance, certain process-related challenges such as bandwidth,
DFE loop delay and sampler aperture may improve helping to
reduce power and area. Other factors, such as return loss and
CDR bandwidth, may not improve with process scaling as their
underlying causes (e.g., and the speed of synthesized logic)
do not scale as rapidly as data rate. Architectural innovations
and/or revisions of system requirements (e.g., ESD protection)
may be necessary in future generations to facilitate the design
of lower-power and more compact NRZ transceivers at required
data rates.
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